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Relax Far Infrared Table Lamp
Introduce yourself to the best of Energy Medicine

Can be demonstrated with instant results.

I got my voice Back & Other Miracles
I told this friend of mine how you helped me get my Voice Back with the Relax Table Lamp, and how you helped Thomas, Dad and Scott with their pains using your healing lamp. She couldn’t believe the testimony that Scotty experienced with it. I call you the Miracle Lady, and she wants to

Stiffness in Neck Still healing!
My neck has been stiff since last week. I noticed more range of movement in 3 minutes. It feels more relaxed. I feel a sense of relief like there is an opening and the heat feels like it is still in there and continuing to work on those muscles.

Relax 200 Watt Far Infrared Table Lamp
This is the SAME Energy of the Relax Far Infrared Sauna (which is known as the Most efficient Far Infrared Sauna)

You have Direct Focused Concentration
Beneficial for: Sore muscles, head-ache, eye-strain, nose congestion, ear-aches, tooth pain, facial pain, sore throat, bronchial and asthma difficulties, indigestion, stomach aches, menstrual cramps, neck, shoulder, knee, & back pain, as well as for wounds, burns and scar recovery.

A healing Tool in its own right!
We are getting more and more testimonies on the 200 watt Relax far infrared table lamp that are short of miraculous. You would think they are talking about the Relax Sauna, as by how excited they are with the results.

Use on Hands, shoulders, face, eyes, teeth, ears, nose, throat, lungs, anywhere where there is pain, or inflammation, or scars.

Tooth Infection Drained Overnight
I had an infection in my jaw and pain shooting up my face. I held the lamp by my jaw for 5 minutes. 20 minutes later there was no pain. When I woke up this morning the whole infection had drained. I am buying this lamp.

Incredible Results!
Great Customer Satisfaction!

Price $250

Bruises Disappeared in Real Time before My Eyes!
I received a Relax Sauna FIR Table Lamp this week. What I see before my eyes is so crazy that I just have to post these results. I inject 1 ml vitamin B12 solution twice a day and my thighs look like bruised pincushions most of the time.

Tonight I put the lamp over the bruises and all but watched them disappear in real time. Within a few minutes, the bruises reduced in size by about 50% and the borders of the bruises faded quickly. Even after removing the light, my bruises continued to fade rather rapidly. I have tried five other FIR light devices over the last 2-3 years and have not seen anything like these results.

Toe Completely Healed!
I have had a somewhat painful great toe nail edge for several months, which I thought was due to a bub-clinical type infection or ingrown nail. I use the Relax Far Infrared Table Lamp on my toe for 5-10 minutes, and my toe is completely healed. No more pain! And...

My Hubby LOVES the Relax Sauna.
My husband used the Relax Sauna after we got it. He said he cannot remember the last time he could go up and down the stairs without his bones creaking or hurting.
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